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Except this one. Sure, housing's in a hole. But there's a
potent case for buying now, whether it's real estate or stocks

rightonyourmoney

Excerpt from TIME magazine: February 2008. At last someone in the media who
understands how real estate (and investing) works!! This is not your typical "scary"
sky-is-falling article (so it won't sell as many magazines), but finally a reporter who
uses reason and logic to analyze the buying a selling of real estate
last quarter, and there has been plenty of
And "jumbo" mortgages, those more than
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happy years from now. For one thing, Fed
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As for housing, certainly some skeptiBut what, exactly, are you waiting for?
at mortgage firm Lending Tree. So anycism is in order. Formerly sizzling markets thing you gain by a further drop in prices
There has rarely been a moment in
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the headlines give you ulcers.
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CONCLUSION: If you waited a year to buy, you would have saved
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